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Love island game mean tweets answers

in bold, the correct options.noah: pet snake called frank/collects miniature sculptures/favorite food is monster munch (pet snake is a direct reference to jasper-miles return, on season 1) (he does mention a snake later, but we don't quite know what information is really canon) (I claim I don't see it) hope: sings in a choir / make an amazing
roast dinner / evicted from the water parkmarisol: salsa dance / summer in prison / allergic to pineapplebobby: won an award for buttercream / summer in a punk band called cuddle paisley / lasted more than three minutes and thirty-two seconds on the mechanical bullpriya: won a spelling bee / was a model / taken shoplifting (she came
second on the bee spelling , stole a plushie octopus when she was five years old, and modeled for a while)mc: no matter which options you choose, your partner won't guess well, and that's the excuse priya uses to choose it later. however, there is a possibility of winning faces of the heart with specific islanders, and these are pretty
obvious. (for example, if your lie is stealing a friend's boyfriend, lottie will give you heart faces, with hope) all good choices for boys and girls, when you choose not to be the girl in the card boy who spent 500 pounds on an appointment - ibrahim (if you choose Noah, hope will go fo lucas))girl who got a complete makeover for a movie night
- mc/priya (if you don't say-gary will go for the kiss with mc anyway) boy with most sexual partners - Gary (there's a glitch that makes a lot scowled if you kiss Rocco, even if you're coupled with him) (if you go for Lucas or Henrik , the kiss is the same, but one of the girls will say put it on the new boy? and your answer is go big or go home)
girl who danced on the tables - mc/hope (boys will always think is mc. lucas won't make you kiss if you've flirted with him before. didn't want to) (Noah will say I should have seen it coming if you say it's not you, and hope is the right answer) back, bag, crack wax - reddit says, at the time, it was Bobby, but Marisol goes for rocco anyway
cancelled a romantic weekend to stay with a friend - mc (rocco will kiss marisol independently) - gem option: boy was taken naked in public - henrik -this guy is like a jar of pickles : ibrahim (the choice you don't look like a pickle gets you extra heart faces with him) you can do it better than him: marisol (choice to win faces of heart with boys
and girls, depending on what you say regarding who tweet speaks) -- treat it like shit: lottie, rocco (if you put your name, while being coupled with rocco, Bobby and Lucas are impressed and give you a bunch of heart faces) - get out of there baby that she's just playing you: Noah. (you decide if you want to get heart faces or start a
conspiracy thread about hoping to play noah) I swear to comments on evetything: Mc's name (if you choose the bang on option, the boy who is your second choice will smile at is blant right here at the moment, he can take out his guitar and play woderwall. rocco (obviously)the caller now, 'is the greatest player on the island of love this
year': bobby (no matter what your answer is, bobby will always wink and tap on his nose) these are just the secrets, but it's worth adding them here.lottie: she cries with secret garden , little women and titanicgary: her companions have changed the name of her nan on his phone to a girl. his punishment was all summer to do the chores, in
addition to leading her to bingo.noah: he took a book to read on a reading festival and went viral.lucas: went on a date with a woman who did not speak English. he used translation applications to communicate all night. the girl was Russian and introduced him to the Russian ballet, among other things Henrik: adopted a wolf and named
him pupperino. he didn't know it was a baby wolf. lucas, and Ibrahim do not dig it, but they say that they do not mind to share a shower. she still doesn't know what it means.hope: played basoon in a bandbobby metal blanket: believed in the loch ness monster until he's 13 (I still think he does) ' your partner will always read Secrets. the
only three people who don't read everything are lottie, his partner and jakub - the biggest guy kisses the shortest girl: Graham, kiss marisolunderwater: chelsea, elijaholdest girl and the youngest guy must do five sex positions: priya, felixkassam must give a girl a dance tour: mc, lottiecarl must kiss someone for thirty seconds: mc,
hopearjun must give a round of : mc, chelsea (you can stir it in the water, if you like. with Chelsea, it falls into the pool) mc must make someone blush. it doesn't matter who you choose or how long it takes, it will happen and casa amor will still win. for speed, go for arjun or carl, one of the options. Felix won't budge, and priya ends up doing
it if you don't, suck the ateils: arjun, priya and marisol like that. go for them for the sake of it, and put this front in your mouth!closet is a gem scene. if you choose it, it's not as interesting. there is a clumsy kiss and the conversation is severely repeated for the boys. only a few small pieces are different for each. not worth the gems.lucas:
teyana taylor, fish and chips, (there was a glitch on the first kiss, so try yacht)henrik: halsey, fish and chips, bike shedkassam: nina kraviz, pizza, ravearjun: janelle monae, pizza, sonequa martin-green, pizza, chess club - if you have a good heart score with your current partner, they will have each of your questions right. even unicorn -
even if you get all the right answers, the winner is always going to be lottie and partner. however, the answer will determine whether your partner will say I love you or let's talk to the roofterrace - found it on Couple is the strongest in bed? lottie and partner (his snoring) who will tie the knot first? ibrahim and Jo (but if you put your name and
your partner, they say I can't wait) which couple will just be friends as soon as they leave the villa? bobby and partner (unless his partner is mc, in this case they changed him into chelsea-partner) couple most likely to model in the nude? ibrahim and jo - unless you are with the lucas return, in this case, put your own names 'couple' most
likely to cheat on each other? Gary and partner (if you're on his way, and put your own name, he'll respond by saying something you want to tell me, baby? and then move on to we like to keep each other on our feet - which couple are most committed to each other? Hope and Noah (unless you've been with your partner for more than one
recover, in which case it will be your couple) - it is possible to win this challenge if you get the majority of questions right. price is a chocolate date at the hideout. If it's not you and your li, chelsea and partner win - See more posts like this on Tumblr #litg guide #litg challenge #love island game #litg season 2 if you've never played its
itinerary before, be ready for lots of flavor and kinkiness, in addition to depth and healthy moments. Lucas has his feet on the ground at all times, and maybe on the side of putting you first, but make no mistake. he is not selfish. it asserts itself. there's a big difference.he will absolutely get out of his way to make a girl happy, and he shows
on his road guide.this is for the maximum heart face score, and there are some suggestions at the bottom. all the right answers will be bold, let's start with the dialogues by the pool, just when they both arrive. Henrik's wrong answers will be side by side with lucas, since you need to reject one to get with the other.--❝ pool ❞ --If you go for
chic, he'll somehow be offended, so don't do it. after the conversation, and the barging boys in, you'll move to the fire station, where you can choose who to sit next to: lucas/henrik/your partner if you decide to sit next to Lucas, faces of the heart will rain from him, and your partner will either give a lot of frown faces (depending on your
moral score with them) or just say why are you all looking at me? she can sit wherever she wants. then the dialogue about the type of Lucas, he will describe the girl as: but yes, my type ... I guess I'm used to girls who have a more decent taste. Who know what they want in life and how to get it. Gary will push Lucas to tell us his number,
and a bubble of choice will appear for Lucas doesn't seem to want to tell us his number: tell him that he doesn't have to/push for him to say it/stay calm and watch that he's going to say it independently, because Gary will push him out, but you'll get faces from the heart- his magic number is 7, while Henrik is 13.after that, Noah will ask the
new boys who they have their eye on. if you've chosen all the flirty options before, Lucas will be Go first. It must be mc to me. You're the kind of woman I'm going for, and I'd like to get to know you better. Lucas just said I like him! : flirting with him / rejecting his lead / reassuring current partner ((if you reject his lead, or reassure your
partner, he says that's good. I like a good challenge), flirting with him will ensure your invitation for the paid date, on Part 2 of Day 5. Henrik and Lucas will always have appointments with you. Both. but the paid option is the one you're interested in most.so, let's move on to the date part. all the answers here are made to resell Henrik for
wanting you. the answers in italics are the most neutral.-- ❝ Henrik ❞ -- That way you know I'm not kidding!: It works / it doesn't workHenrik says I'm already a celebrity to him: Baby, I don't know! / I don't feel like a celebrity / Try to look beyond I want to know... : What you hope to come out of coming out of here / What you think of the other
islanders / What your favorite food is / ((these are questions you ask him))Henrik ideal date ends in front of the wood fire: This seems absolutely dreamy / more of a central heating girl myself / surely this is not what your life looks like on a normal evening, I'm mostly ... : On socializing/working on projects/cooling at home do you like to
read? : I like to read / more than one movie person / I prefer game---❝ lucas  ❞ --  Am I happy lucas chose me for this date? : I'm really happy / that's fine, I guess/no  Lucas wants to know how I feel with partner. : I'm really happy with him/not great, to be honest/ wow, you're not joking about  okay, when I think about the
person I want to spend my life with, I imagine... In my home kitchen / in a chic hotel / at a glamorous party / on a trek through the jungle  he's not going to tell me! Outrageous! / Fair enough /you cheated on me -- ❝ part ❞ --  first interaction, group conversation, talk about Henrik's occupation. ((the one I put in italics and bold are both
neutral and good. you don't mean you prefer Rocco, right?) Rocco met his match: I would ride big rocks with Henrik anyday / what is the highball block? /rocco doesn't need to climb high to impress me  you have the opportunity to call them to join you by the picnic tables, while talking to Hope, Noah and Gary. It's their welcome party... :
invite more new guys/wolf whistle at them/ignore their existence  Lucas will invite you to chat at the roof terrace, and thank you for being so welcoming. Lucas ... : you can try it with me whatever you want / the date didn't mean anything, I was just being / You're totally welcome! if you choose the first, he'll reject it, and you'll get frowning
face ❞ ❝s. beginning with him, on day 1, then procceeding to talk to him, in the afternoon of the third day. to make sure it will choose you, all you have to do is talk to someone who will never choose like Noah or Gary. then talk to Rocco first. all the flattering options, then talk to Noah or Gary. Bonus: if you ask gary about Hannah, he will
say he won't choose her, which gives you extra points with her, when she revient.si you decide to put on the slutty façade regarding rocco cheating, you might want to try to choose your name, in the average tweets challenge. What for? if you say you're being a cow, Lucas will say something in the lines of crazy respect for it. always good
to have extra points with him.  make sure it stays, when girls need to vote on someone to leave. say you're interested in Henrik. ONLY HENRIK. that will secure Lucas's place, and Henrik will be thrown out of the villa, with rocco.lucas will talk to you, to the roof terrace, saying I know you probably wanted henrik to be here with you and
it's a scheduled path, but you can always choose it.choose to share a bed with Lucas, when Rocco leaves, and you'll have the cutest moments with him , at night and in the morning. The conversation will be really good. In the afternoon, choose him for the date.at recovery, he will be delighted to be with you, and I urge you to pay for the
refuge scene. The next day, too. it's exciting and Lucas is HOT!—❝ operation nope? ❞ -- If you go for it, Lucas will break up with you. and then Noah will choose you in the decoupling of disasters, leaving Lucas to choose Priya. backwards: he's not the one who brings Blake and that way, you don't necessarily care about Blake, tout.si you
don't, so he'll pick you for disaster recovery, but he'll bring Blake back after casa amor. Conversation at the roof terrace is standard for all three of them, but you can be as crazy as you want! it's great and it adds flavor!by saving it, the next day you have options to explain why you do it. my favorite is to call him a friend. because the next
morning you can tease him awake, and he will retire and call you buddy, in the most sarcastic way. I love him. but you do it yourself. I'm just giving you an extra option here lol -- ❝ answers and challenges ❞ --If you need answers for challenges, and how to make it embrace you, for example, this is the guide you need. If you have all this
correct, it is ready to kiss you on kiss and say. If you need answers for more events, such as how to win baby challenge and get a chocolate appointment with it, or heart rate challenge and how to dance for it, this is the one you should read.anything you need? regarding guides, answers, hacks or more?here you go. a list of guides. always
updated. Henrik is a and the expression that defines it in the game is BDDE. big cock and dumbass energy. he has a sweet way of speaking and his funny moments are also very wholesome.in henrik guide, I'll have to put his answers next to Lucas, because to get one, you have to reject the other, just like on Lucas's guide. If you flirt with
both, Lucas is by default and the date option paid. (it's also on your personality type, at first) the interactions that determine whether Henrik loves you starts with the pool, when the boys arrive. on Henrik's column, the right answers for him to imagine you (in bold and green), and on Lucas's side, what you have to say for the repell.--❝ pool ❞
-- As you walk towards the fireplace, in this scene where the whole group is together, you have to choose which side you're going to sit next to. Of course, it'll be Henrik's. your partner will be surprised, but they will say why are you all looking at me? she can sit wherever she wants. If your heart score with them is high. otherwise, faces
frowning. and if you're with Rocco, it's priceless! The boys will talk about their guys. henrik is: I love a girl who is outgoing, adventurous, doesn't take herself too seriously. as the thought bubble goes up, choose the following, for both.the boys will ask them about their numbers. As for Henrik, he has this stupid moment, where he jokes
about his phone number. but he says it's 13. Gary will push Lucas to tell us his, and a bubble of choice will appear for you. choose the neutral (in italics)Lucas doesn't seem to want to tell us his number: tell him he doesn't have to/push for him to say it/stay calm and watch he'll say it independently, because Gary's going to push him out, but
you won't get heart or frown faces.what to say in both cases, after the numbers are revealed: Noah will ask them who they're going to have. If you've chosen all the flirty options before, Henrik will say, I'm going to go first. It must be mc to me. You're the kind of woman I'm going for, and I'd like to get to know you better. Henrik just said I like
him! : flirting with him / rejecting his lead / reassuring current partner ((if you reject his lead, or reassure your partner, he says that's good. I like a good challenge), flirting with him will ensure your invitation for the paid date, on Part 2 of Day 5. Henrik and Lucas will always have appointments with you. Both. but the paid option is the one
you're interested in most.so, let's move on to the date part. all the answers here are made to resell Lucas for wanting you. the answers in italics are neutrals.-- ❝ lucas ❞ -- Am I happy lucas chose me for this appointment?: I'm really happy / that's fine I guess /nonlucas wants to know how I feel with partner. : I'm really happy with him/not
great, to be honest/wow, you're not joking around okay, when I think of the person I want to spend my life with, I picture it... : In my home kitchen/ in a chic hotel/ at a glamorous party / on a trek through the jungle it's not going to tell me! Outrageous! / fairly right /you cheated on me -- ❝ henrik ❞ ---  That way you know I'm not messing
around! It works/ it doesn't work  Henrik says I'm already a celebrity to him: Baby, I don't know! / I don't feel like a celebrity / Try to look beyond  I want to know ... : What you hope to come out of coming here / What you think of each other / What your favorite food is / ((these are questions you ask him))  Henrik's ideal date ends in front
of the wood fire: This seems absolutely dreamy / more of a central heating girl myself /surely that's not what your life looks like  on a normal evening, I'm mostly ... : On socializing/working on projects/cooling at home  do you like to read? : I like to read / more than one movie person / I prefer game-- ❝ part ❞ -- a  first interaction,
group conversation, talk about Henrik's occupation. ((the one I put in italics and bold are both neutral and good. you don't mean you prefer Rocco, right?) Rocco met his match: I would ride big rocks with Henrik anyday / what is the highball block? /rocco doesn't need to climb high to impress me  you have the opportunity to call them to
join you by the picnic tables, while talking to Hope, Noah and Gary. It's their welcome party... : invite the new guys over/ wolf whistle at them / ignore their existence  Henrik will invite you to chat at the roof terrace, and thank you for being so welcoming. Henrik... : you can try it with me whatever you want / the date meant nothing, I was
just being nice / you're totally welcome ❞ ❝! beginning with him, on day 1, then procceeding to talk to him, in the afternoon of the third day. to make sure he's going to pick you, all you have to do is talk to someone who will never choose you, like Noah or Gary. then talk to Rocco first. all the flattering options, then talk to Noah or Gary.
Bonus: if you ask gary about Hannah, he will say that he does not want to choose her, who gives you extra points with her, when she returns.c is to you what kind of driving and options you want to go for, but Henrik will tell the unfair what happens to you, regardless.to make sure he stays, when the girls need to vote on someone to leave,
say you are interested in Lucas. ONLY LUCAS. who will secure Henrik's place, and Luca will be thrown out of the villa, with rocco.henrik will talk to you, to the roof terrace, saying I know you probably wanted lucas to be here with you and it's a scheduled path, but you can always choose it.choose to share a bed with him, when Rocco
leaves, and you'll have the cutest moments with him, at night, and in the morning. The conversation will be really good. in the afternoon, choose it for the date. it's really adorable!at recovery, he'll be delighted to be with you, and I urge you to pay for the refuge scene. The next day, too. Henrik's hair a chance to shine! It's... ooff... -- ❝
operation nope? ❞ -- If you go for her, Henrik will be distraught! but you can break up with him, so Noah will pick you up for disaster recovery, leaving Henrik to choose priya. upside down: it's not the one to bring Blake and that way you don't care about her, the tout.si you don't, so he'll pick you to recovery in case of disaster, disaster, he'll
bring Blake back, after casa amor. Conversation at the roof terrace is standard for all three of them, but you can be as crazy as you want! it's awesome and it adds flavor! Besides, he feels guilty, by saving him, the next day, you have options to explain why you're doing it. my favorite with him is we can finally be together. He will deliver the
eggs line. it's so dan cute!--❝ answers and challenges ❞ --If you need answers for challenges, and how to make it kiss you, for example, this is the guide you need. If you have all this correct, it is ready to kiss you on kiss and say. If you need answers for more events, such as how to win baby challenge and get a chocolate appointment
with it, or heart rate challenge and how to dance for it, this is the one you should read.anything you need? regarding guides, answers, hacks or more?here you go. a list of guides. always updated. even on what it seems to be your choice to the full test, could still get dirty because of glitches or simply because the game decided you're not
worthy. Start! and as there are a few questions about it, here are the hacks and tips for recovering and switching (i) ceremonies.i won't consider pairing on the first day to be a recovery, since it's the first choice ever regarding a partner, however, I'll say this: be careful with the guys and the order you choose. your second choice will be the
boy who pursues you, third will be the one who is after you in case you reject second.the following options for events such as home, after the girls fight, will be decided on whom you have a larger heart score with, so that it is not defined by that particular order, back on the first day.also , a long time ago, Noah used to stay back, even if you
declared interest. now, depending on your choices (in the bedroom, during the conversation with the girls), he can step forward. The same goes for Bobby. it would take a step forward independently, but that has been changed recently, and now it is based on the options you are going for, previously.noah will always be stolen by hope,
and it will be addressed by lotty during truth or dare, as in unfair. So, if you choose Noah, get ready to couple with Bobby, because he's the last choice, get him back on the third day has only three options. Gary will never be able to choose you, even if you were together on day 1, since fusebox decided to put him through hell and choose
between Hannah and Marisol, get lotty reactions, and the bathroom kiss they exchanged. everything is foreshadowing, so it doesn't matter the breakfast door happened or not.now, on a lucas / henrik playthrough, some players, like me, love goes for Rocco on the third day. and not always they are able to make him choose them. when in
the lawn, all the boys are options to talk to that afternoon. two categories play a role here: the non-option and the option. rocco, Ibrahim and Bobby are available to be persuaded, Gary and Noah not.so if you want to make sure You choose, the only thing you need to do is talk to him and then talk to a non-option boy, Gary or Noah. they
will never be able to say your name to recovery, so that this way you secure the one you want, which is... Rocco.si you go to the gym and talk to Bobby, there's a chance to pick him, based on your face of the heart score, and you'd have to come back at the beginning of the day. so all you need to do is talk to the boy you want, then
proceed to Gary or Noah, to make sure you're chosen by whom you desire.there's no default boy and there are a number of choices that determines your heart face score, and that's not a number even. so, for example, if you decide to please all the boys, eventually one of the options will make one of them more attracted to you, because
there is no possibility of a link between them.on the ninth day, you can choose four boys, and it becomes difficult because of lottie and Marisol. they couldn't care less if you went for rahim or bobby, but if you say the name Lurik, or gary, there are a couple of face consequences sort of interactions.with marisol, if you want to keep the heart
score high, you can choose the option try your best. he will say, No, no, I don't want to be in this situation anymore. I'm paraphrasing. it's the friendly way of go.disaster has only two paths: villa! lucas/henrik or Noah. if you were in a relationship with Lucas or Henrik before, and did not participate in the nope operation, then they will choose
you, but still be upset by the choice of Jakub and Noah. they will always say your name and that tthey're open to make it work. (It feels like a favor during the ceremony, but the tne is changed once you are on the day beds with them.if you participated in the nope operation, Noah will choose you, regardless. the variables will always be you
and priya, between lurik and noah. there are no more options of choice there.if with Noah, you will have the option kisses on the day beds, free, but I strongly suggest you go for the gem scene after. you get a really nice dialogue, some stories about his siblings, and even a nicer session do. if you want to stay on lucas or henrik road, gem
scene is pretty good too, so you can pay for it Before going to bed, the next morning, the gem scene, before leaving, it is open to get it with whom you want. once I was bored (waiting for a new episode) and went for all, before settling on the boy I was with, before recovering it.bobby, Gary, Henrik, Lucas and Jakub say they will wait for
you to be back, and no girl can hold a candle for you. very sweet and pleasant. Each you get a different dialogue, depending on your romantic interactions before that moment, but all the different stories and anecdotes.ibrahim and noah don't say that!!! SHADY!now, if Lurik goes for priya, they'll be back single. Noah won't come back alone
out of his way. bobby, Gary and Jakub stay single in all routes, and Ibrahim will always bring shannon.it is painful painful to get that no girl can hold a candle for you from rahim and noah, all of you ... day 17, you are back from casa amor, and there is a choice you need to make. between the guys you can romance in casa, and the og boys
of the villa, you have a lot of options here.if you decide to stay single, Chelsea will always bring Elijah, and that makes four people able to save four people from dumping the following night: you, Gary, Bobby and lottie. if you decide to change, Chelsea will remain loyal to Gary, making bobby and lottie the only singles, saving only hope and
noah.priya will always be dropped, no matter what choices you make.so, if on Noah's road he will always bring Blake and he will never come back to you, until the last day. If you decide to bring someone in his way, priya and lucas/henrik will be thrown without any reasoning. they've stayed loyal and still, will be gone on the lendemain.it's
painful, and a little unfair.chelsea will ask you who you want to be with, by the pool, while talking about mini-foods with Shannon and your current partner. the person you say the name will do the following: looking in your direction during the m. and even challenge you to approach in the kitchen, talking on the roof terrace (in the same
afternoon) person who is jealous of you and your current partner, during the dinner you cooked (the mention of kitchen pieces) approaches you after dinner, for a paid scene, to the roof terrace, to0 talk about the next recovery you breakfast, the next day on the road to Noah, the one to talk to you in the evening, and give you breakfast in
the morning, will be the boy/girl you have the most face of the heart score with. it may be someone from casa amor who is not even in the villa. (in my case it was arjun once) the person who chooses you on the back is the person you say hope in the morning, even if you said chelsea a different name. all people are available, except Noah
and Graham, of course. if on Noah's road you choose his name, when you speak to hope. The game will give you a thought bubble saying I can't exactly tell him that and then you can choose a second name.it doesn't matter whose name you say, they'll pick you and you'll have a night at the roof terrace gem option. even marisol and
ibrahim,their partners will want to talk to you, so if it's Ibrahim, Shannon comes, if Marisol, Graham approaches. and if Gary, even though Lottie has never been with him, she will be the dialogue default.final recovery is a bit tricky if you make a thirst playthrough, because of the number of options you want to have in the end. a miserable
kiss with someone is enough to have their names at the final recovery, and in the Cases, the very first guy you coupled up will also feature the list.but this is your last chance to pick someone and you have all the options set on your turn.here you can take the slowburn to Bobby, Gary, Lucas, Henrik, ibrahim. well though with Ibrahim is
very terrible since you'll jo cry all The villa because of him. it was funny, now it's just sad, before the recovery, you'll have a challenge in the afternoon, luckily after always, and in it, an opportunity to choose the wrong options, so you can have a dialogue with your current partner, at the roof terrace. while there, you can choose if you want to
stay together, even if you are not as compatible, OR, break. If you do break up, this person will always be an option later, but you can choose one that other tickled your fancy.the next morning will be awkward if you decide to go with someone else, and there is a dialogue in the morning, with your ex. they will say, despite you saying very
clearly that you wanted to break up, that I just went with it .c's almost like they didn't know they said I understand. they arrived, than anything else. for me, who writes for the game, sometimes it's pretty blurry and the events mix, so I like to have something like that to help me re-enmeber some dialogues and when boys and girls are options
or not. so, I don't have to search on youtube or play the game again - it's tricky due to a couple of glitches, so in case you have problems, and it's not in you, here's a guide that will help: say you're interested in girls, about the truth or dare to challenge. (it doesn't matter if you send her the photo or not, but you can. she blushes and it's
cute).After marisol answer the question of getting with someone of the same sex, you get three options to choose from, regarding your sexuality. the first is yes! and I do! the second is if the right person comes along. his answer depends on yours. if you go with the first, it is bi, if you go with the second, it is pan.adding a very important
piece of information here, from a user on reddit: when the roccosol scandal occurs, be favorable to it. Offer hugs or nice words, any chance you get.no sting on rocco on the average tweets challenge, and make sure, always go with cooling options, such as relax guys, it's a game. there's a scene, the day Rocco leaves in the morning. you



can talk to Marisol and Rocco, on the day beds, and lottie, Gary, priya and ibrahim on the bean bags. talk to Marisol first. there's a glitch with that specific scene, and if you go for the second group first, lottie will say you were stirring the pot, later in the locker room. it's a glitch, so make sure you go for Rocco and Marisol first. when you talk
to the group, on bean bags, there is an option saying tell the truth. choose this one. this will be the unlock support friend on road.if marisol you pay for to Rocco, on the toitterrace, tell lottie the truth about it.when you have to vote for one of the guys to leave, after the contest Mr. love island, you defend it, saying they deserve a chance.
(doesn't matter who you vote on, however. you can easily go for Rocco Rocco to throw).just after rocco leaves, Marisol sits on the couch, in the living room. She'll ask you about a chance that you and she would meet later in the villa. this is the only chance you get to unlock a female li, so say yes.at recovery, it doesn't matter who you're
going for. I've already chosen Lucas, and it didn't hurt my chances. however, fusebox is always updating the game, so, just in case, go for Bobby, rahim or gary.after recovery on the next night, you have the option to kiss him in the bathroom. Take it. it doesn't happen often. RETRACTATION: After disaster decoupling, it's possible to
embrace it, during challenges, group scenes, you'll always have options that make her blush. choose them. these are incredible flirting moments that you don't get often.during casa amor, she will always be in you, and bring graham because it is a fixed route, which means, there will be, no matter what.you have opportunities to talk to her
and flirt, in that, so do it, shamelessly!her route is the reason why she is the girl chosen by the public, to choose first on a choice. Whenever someone asks you who you really want to be with, including Chelsea, by the pool, Marisol is an option. she will be the person who talks to you in the kitchen / roofterrace, then again, after cooking
with a boy, at the gem scene, on the roof terrace.going marisol is the only way to have li'smarisol female is ready to make it work, once you are together. she has great moments like a li, once you're with her.final date is really cute, and you learn a lot about her past and previous crushes and relationships.hope this guide helps you. kassam
is certainly the holy grail of the game, with Elijah, as they share an itinerary. its itinerary begins with your behavior, previously, in the main villa. I believe there is a very specific combination of options, before casa amor days, that unlock its route, and not even fusebox knows what this combo is. I've found some things in common with the
last three times I've had kassam say my name. I'll tell you all in a moment. Let's start with what didn't work!by going for the first attempt, six in a row! I thought if kassam likes lottie, maybe I should act like it NOPE! NAH-AH! FORGET IT, MA'AM!! three playthroughs, acting as lotty, and the choice of different personalities (at first) did not
work! so throw that away, forever. don't imitate his actions, it's not what he likes (logical? here? yes, don't see it either!!) doesn't start the shit! you always have the option to call someone, or tell someone what you have when no one has seen you. DON'T FALL INTO THAT TRAP. So when you see priya rubbing on Noah? staying silent,
staying neutral, it's a matter of survival. call hope after his appointment with Lucas? No, ma'am! say hope about the conversation you heard between Priya and Noah? No, queen! Don't go for it! say hope over Operation Nope? will develop this in a little.while little.while for the kassam route, to get a new perspective, I found a post by a user,
on reddit, named / drunkmaenad. they asked for fusebox support on this, and that's their answer, word by word: Hi, jennie. so I did some quick in-depth research how to get kassam to love you at the beginning of casa amor. so, in fact, he doesn't like loyalty so you go around with everyone you want! ;) he's not interested in someone too
glam, so don't wear high-end outfits too. and finally, he loves someone cold and relaxed. so try not to be too extra! You've got that girl! go get it pretty simple, but on 2/3 times, my mc wore high-end outfits every day, every part of the day. maybe it's not about how often you wear them, but how many high-end outfits you buy. I always buy
two of each, tops, no more than that. then keep that in mind. if you want to go with the blue bikini, that's fine too and the black dress, it's fine too.operation nope. several people went to get Noah and got kassam to say their name, and I never did on the roads I unlocked him. operation nope itself is not the factor. say hope about it could be.
in my last playthrough, I didn't tell him, or the boys, in the kitchen, and kassam said my name.kiss and say challenge. in this guide, I wrote down all the answers for the challenges of Season 2, and on this one, in particular, you can be all options: Girl who got a complete makeover for a movie night (mc/priya) girl who danced on the tables
(mc/hope) cancelled a romantic weekend to stay with a friend (mc but rocco kissing marisol independently) for the road to Kassam, I believe the full make over makes you a glam girl. the dance on the tables makes you extra. so avoid those! cancelled a romantic weekend may seem extra, but it's also supportive. you can also go for none.
an observation here. It doesn't matter if you're the right choice, or not, Gary and Lucas will go for the kiss. kiss them, but don't say you're the person whose card talks when the girls ask you.in the past, I've had kassam say my name on three routes: faithful bobby since day 1 (September) rocco faithful / lucas (December) cracking with Gary
while with Bobby, in a romantic couple (March/April?) ((my progress was erased at the time, and I couldn't post anything about it, because fusebox decided I didn't deserve it!)) in all three of them, I was cold and casual, wore high-end outfits and was loyal or cracked on. the cracking on they refer to is definitely getting with In general.
Because I did a casual/loyal ibrahim road, and I was in a couple of friendships with him while not kissing/having intimate moments with someone else, and kassam didn't even look at me. my mc was so dry!these turned out to be consistent in the three playthroughs: personality choice, at first, could be the first step of the combo I
mentioned. so the third is the one you should go with, in all attempts. mystery. solve all the problems between the girls, and and each friendship conversation in the game. all of them! I was very collaborative with Marisol when she asked me for help. in case you need some advice in this department, here is a guide for you, with all the
fights, before casa amor.don't instigate fights on the first two playthroughs, I didn't flirt with the boys, however, on the latter, I did. this part does not seem to be a factor. so, flirt away, girl!i was always polite and ignored every time someone moaned around. so when someone fights, there is always the neutral option. go with these. do not
take part, it is certainly something that the three playthroughs have in common.heart faces with the islanders, in the villa, contribute with your moral score with kassam, it is something that has remained true in all. so be friends with everyone, but stay neutral with lotty and Marisol's situation, when roccosol mgoes down. Once it's over, be
close to both.when in casa amor, pay attention to it and elijah, when they first walk in.if kassam says your name, fantastic! you've unlocked the, but stay with me, because things can get complicated!don't hurt the other guys on speed dating. and don't like elijah either. Because pool scene is offered by the guy you have more heart faces on
speed dating. so even if you unlocked kassam, the game might offer you another boy. DO NOT BE GENTIL TO WHAT IS NOT KASSAM!i had a glitch before: kassam said my name, but continued to play with his ear, and did not want to share a bed with me, and of course I wanted to throw my phone in the trash! so I restarted the day,
and it worked. it was the pool scene and it was MAGIQUE! the question you should ask him about speed dating is what is it like to be a DJ? (in case you need a casa amor guide, here's the link) he'll ask you why are you on the island of love?, the answer that gives more faces of the heart is to escape. his reply is adorable, On the run or
something like that? No, I understand, I miss my music anyway, and when he gets up, he smiles and says you look pretty cool, we should talk later before touching your shoulder. in case he doesn't say I want to talk later and keeps playing with his ear, go back and restart the day, because there might be a glitch, but only if he said your
name. If he didn't, restart the playthrough, or you know... Abandon. Because like... who could blame you?if you get him to be your pool scene, for fuck's SAKE, pay the ten gems. All right? don't argue, just pay the gems!I might want to here. speculation around the fandom is that its route is chosen at random, but I still believe that there is a
specific combo of actions that will unlock it. another speculation: maybe kassam can only happen once in each account. so far, not even fusebox knows what's going on with him.all theories aside, the only things that were constant, about the three playthroughs, is that I was cold. imitating Lottie's actions never worked, fighting instigator did
not either. Blaming Throwing things on people's faces have never been the key and I didn't hold back towards sex and kissing people in general. neutral choices when you have the option is always the ticket. the islanders will always say that you are if there, but it does not matter, as long as you are not on someone's side, in either fight.
the out there factor exists, lookless.hope you can get that to say your name, and if you need something specific, let me know. there is a lot that goes down before casa amor, and it is impossible to compile everything here.my inbox is always open. some time ago I posted my masterlist of guides on reddit, and an interesting comment came
from a user: so now we know it is possible kassam will not say your name, but its route could still happen.what the actual fuck?????? sometimes you need to fix a friendship or two, or in this case, several! some glitches can put you in the cross of the road to stay neutral, so here's a guide that you should follow to make your mc the
chill/relaxed type, and have a perfect score on 'well neutral' this goes for Kassam's road as well, since you have to be a problem solver on his playthrough, in addition to not instigating fights - for every choice you have, the right answer will be in bold.lottie priya calls to rub on Noah, back on the slime challenge. Stay neutral during this
argument, and you shouldn't get faces frowning from anyone. At night, on Part 3, everything starts to go down in the locker room. Lottie and Priya are fighting. What must I do? : lotty side / priya side / try to calm them downlottie mentions priya stolen your partner, and you have the following: it's true, she told me / so this priya? I liked it / I'm
better suited with john doe (if you're with someone different, then the boy she stole, you get the third option) - these don't give you heart/frown faces.priya calls lottie and says you did it here, and I guarantee you do it outside, too. both you need to calm down/ I hate to see you fight / it's finally all kick offnext, you all go to the kitchen, and
Bobby asks who should I be cheering for? lottie /priya/neither - they're both ridiculousthe next is this could easily get out of control. back off, lottie/back off, priya/you two need to freshen up/say nothing (you two gives frown faces of both girls , and this is not what we want you to have the following dialogues, all in the right order to choose:
lottie to the roof terrace priya, hope by the poolli, in the bedroomgary, in the kitchenmarisol, day beds now, let's cover the dialogue with lottie and how you should fix it with it. these are the thought bubbles and the options you get. in bold, the good one. should I agree with lottie or help her understand Priya's point of view? : you are totally
justified, baby / think about how priya feelsnext: she did not choose this / she is a nice person underneath / she is is honest with us it's ... Just the way the game/related to happen with someone/out of its previous controlchoosing, you unlock this one: Well... priya wants the same thing / you put your problems on it / I'm sure you'll find that
person will recognize that you're right, and say you are... actually make a lot of sense. maybe I should give it more than one chance. then you can move to priya and hope, by the pool. this one is pretty simple. you ask priya how she is, then you have the opportunity to talk to them about the conversation with Lottie. you tell them exactly
what happened. the heart faces the party. this scene is followed, automatically, by your partner in the room, Gary in the kitchen and Marisol inviting you to the fire station, to talk to the girls. lottie apologizes and they stay cool until other episodes.talk in Marisol, by the day beds: confront her / talk things through calmly / offer her
supportmarisol says that she and Rocco only kissed today ... : I don't believe you /that doesn't make it better/that makes it easier for me she has no idea rocco has spoken to all the girls! : throw in her face / break it to her gently / don't mention it I understand Marisol's point of view? no, and I'll never/kind of, but we're not ok / I would have
done the same thing - if you're with rocco - how can I handle this? : stay away from rocco / I don't care rocco anymore/ we'll see who Rocco likes bestlottie, by the bean bags what should I say? : are you stargazing? / Do you need to talk? / hanging out for yourself again? Lottie has thought about the future: how does it look at you? / What
is my future? / Let's stay on earth (if with Rocco, ask about your future, if ot his itinerary, ask about hers) lottie said she knew it would happen: how did you know? / no one could have predicted this / thanks for telling me lottie says we all had the head turned: I guess it's just / I haven't been looking elsewhere / that's not an excuse it is... :
good advice / a bad strategy / not what you really think on the roof terrace, with the girls: we should ... : talking rocco / talking about our feelings / staying out of the business of the otherlottie wants to do something about rocco: yes, we should do something / what kind of thing? / we do not need to punish him should we avoid talking to
Rocco? : let's do it/I'm not sure/I'm not doing thatsince marisol and rocco starting to crack out, there's a way not to take sides during these difficult times. First and foremost, you can be neutral, making the right choices. the correct order you should go for and the right answers to go with: marisol and rocco they act pretty coupley ... : have
you seen yourself /marisol, what are you doing?! / I'm glad you look happy I hang out with Marisol and Rocco? : of course I'll stay / no, but thanks for asking / this is the last thing I want to do group, by the bags of beans, after talking to marisol / rocco:rocco rocco Marisol... : they deserve each other / he'll go home tonight anyway / it worked
for lottie and Gary / I just spoke to Marisol what do I say lottie about my cnversation with Marisol? : tell the truth / say lottie what she wants to hear priya does not approve of Gary's impressions: yes, it's not nice / rocco and Marisol deserve it / get over itpriya wants to change the subject. Well, let's talk... : you and rahim /lottie and gary /
noah and hope (gary and lotty gives faces frowning since priya teases about how close they are) - this helps you on the marisol playthrough. if you need some advice on this, click here for a complete guide.on the day before, say chelsea to apologize.c's easier and gives you heart faces of both. and where I stood, it looked like... : she was
throwing shade at lotty/lottie took it too personal /everyone was upset by nothingpeut chelsea can be trusted? : she really thinks it, babes / I'm not convinced / your call, lottiepriya and lottie here's how I see it ... : lottie had it for priya since the first day / what happened last night did not involve priya / we all have to live with each other in
herelottie tells what happened, and mc has two choices: and after that? / I have heard enough how do I respond to Lottie's explanation? : I understand / this is not an excuse / there is something off this priya kept that one calm: you are as bad as the other / that changes a lot / I understand, but it's still not okce that I say then could
influence the decision of Lottie to make amends with priya: you have more in common than you think / priya was more lenient than you deserveg for your partner. Bathroom scene happens as the screaming match continues. then move on to talk to priya: priya is looking for snacks in the closet: there must be something in there / what do
you want? / You hide from hope and noah, don't you? priya tries to stay out of Noah's path hope while they argue': probably better to give them space /you shouldn't need to hide / don't you think you should be part of it? Priya asks if she made a mistake in trying to pursue Noah': you should always follow your heart / it's not like they were
happy / you damaged their relationshippriya is going to have to face hope ... : Noah loves you -- you can't give up now! / you should let Noah go and apologize / do anything - I don't care you pursue, for a conversation, and the advice you give priya changes everything. I should ... : take control of the situation / listen to what have to
say/encourage them to compromise before we start, let's get this straight, okay? Priya needs to back off / hope needs to relax / Noah needs to decide what he wants will follow your advice, no matter what you say here. If you choose boy deliver on the first day, hope will steal it, and you will end up Bobby, on the bench.from day one, if you
choose to tease hope, she won't be your friend, and it will be a face frowning festival, however, it's funny. truly.when priya and Bobby call you on the day beds and talk about operation nope, go ahead and say I'll go for it too. (it was the way he unlocked the option to kiss Noah. because they constantly change these key options, go with
this one, just in case).kiss him, on the show.you don't have to give the break with hope incentive, but if you choose to, you'll meet a little bitchy.si you break up with your boy or not, it's up to you. they'll ask you about it, Bobby'll forgive, so will Henrik. Lucas is going to break up with you, and so is Gary. Ibrahim used to pardonner.si you have
your relationship ending that night, a girl will ask you which boy you are interested in the next morning. you can say Noah's name, and then the game will give you a second opportunity, since the girl will say really? Noah? The boy you choose will be the option to talk about sunflowers (they'll talk about how they've always had a crush on
you) and later in the night, the sex in the bathroom scene will be presented with them.on disaster recovery, Noah will pick you (say that's exactly what I wanted). that goes to flirt like that. you always have the opportunity to say something that is not flirty, so go with these. otherwise, the game will understand that you were cracking on, and
hope will later say, that you weren't loyal.bringing someone from casa amor hurts your chances.the game always sends people to ask you who you really want to be with. chelsea - shannon by the pool. hope, before recovery. chelsea again, later. always choose Noah's name, even with hope. a thought bubble will appear, after clicking on
his name, saying I can't exactly tell him that and you can choose a second name, to say it out loud. this name will be the person who chooses you, but the game will keep you on Noah's road.despite the choice of his name, it is not the one you will speak, after cooking dinner with your partner. there is a glitch in his way, and he could be a
casa amor guy, who is not even in the villa, or Bobby. (or the guy you were before the disaster decoupling, depending on how your face of the heart score with them, is).during heart rate challenge, you should ask for a dance. and it's ok to dance on his lap as much as you like. You will get faces frowning on your partner's eyebrows and
hope, but at this point you are in, too deeply on day 27, Noah will not ask for hope of being his girlfriend. you might want to say to your partner as well. it's heart-breaking, but man, the whole road is. For all of you, on day 28, you will have a dialogue with him. choose the I love you option. It's the most well received by him, on day 29, sex
must arrive, on the stage of the roof terrace. You must. it unlocks the final option.day 30. keep the money. your partner is going to throw you and talking Noah, he'll ask you about it, and say I wasn't sure, so I have to askhe'll break with hope, right there, and meet you by the pool, after you're going to do your rounds.his dialogue is about 45
frames (including questions/observations from you). there's a long, late apology, and his last words, which are beautiful.a few observations here, which are much needed to be known: Noah was completely butchered in his path, and if you go for it, you'll understand what I mean. he starts out as a gentle, loyal and respectable guy, and they
crushed him to dust, after the recovery, when Jo and Elisa come to the villa.some dialogues had been changed since the episodes were launched every week. the hope lines delivered were changed completely, and his, were not. for example, in that screaming bathroom match, she used to make him ashamed of not wanting to continue
with her. literally shameful. If you're not going to fight for us, what shame on you! then, on the lawn, when she starts crying, again, he replies with oh, you're crying, now?, very irritated, because she cries to manipulate him, before they change his lines to if you want to trample me, I'd rather know it before the whole villa, she manipulated
him with tears and other phrases. the whole fight is long, and I would always choose to listen, after climbing into the shower. there were many more lines than just this shame on you one. hope has been really obcessed with keeping him on a leash.so whether he comes out as a player or insensitive, keep in mind that he hasn't always been
like that. it was written to stop Mc when she kisses him, every time! because of how bad it was. Noah Stans, who have been here from the beginning, know what is going on, and know the injustices his character has suffered.i'm still angry at what they did to him. Noah would never be the type to sleep with someone behind his daughter's
back. the day before, he stops you if you kiss her, and says, I need to do the right thing. the noah who stops you is not the same one who offers sex the next night. it's just pas.il wasn't supposed to be a late game li, and according to fusebox, it was just a fun, snakey thing to do while in the villa. just to cause a bit of drama. they gave it to
us because we argued so much, we won, but at what price? by the way, all this I just mentioned can be found on a faq, on their website. as for the lines, you could find them on the old polaythroughs, on youtube. I strongly suggest you look at them.anyways, I hope this guide helps. if with Rocco and Ibrahim, your color is purple. if with
Bobby, color is orange. for as many heart faces as possible from everyone, run to your partner first, then grind on the second color. When Marisol approaches, if you rub the mud on her, she laughs, but it doesn't make you win the challenge. if you decide to rub on Noah, nothing exciting happens, because a mud blob falls on his eyes and
he does not react to your for the gem scene makes you rub against whomever you want, and it won't affect heart or frown score.it face.it's not a challenge that you actively participate in, except for the part of your vote being the one that decides everything. whoever you vote on gets priya on the same train, and the boy chosen gagne.si you
want to help the boys, just know no matter what happens, the result is always the same. they will end up doing what they do without the gem scene. the only difference is that, if they win, they will thank you for the help in their speech.the speech is really healthy. you have several options while helping them in the bedroom, and the scene
has been changed a bit, putting Henrik and Bobby on the spot, in the dressing room.all dialogues are pretty much the same for them while getting your help.gary dance, please, please, please tell him to take it off! it took me three playthroughs to know that he has the red speedo under his shorts. Don't lose this man's red speedo. drop as
it's hot makes him twerk, and queen yaasss makes him snap his fingers. The best options. It's time. just that option. If you want to get into Marisol's road, you may want to try to help him while he is spiriting everything he does. otherwise, on him. it's pretty funny and gets Gary to roll his eyes to rocco.ibrahim. You got that! Noah,
volunteering for the braid. Lucas will blow in the egg, and to hit Marisol with it, you should go for slap!, not to hit lottie is duck! arjun: better now that you are here / incredible, I love dogs / do you think I am your type?carl: work hard, reliable and organized, cellphoneelijah: then, you are a ... model / get up at five, work, smoothie / I have a
good balancekassam: tell me to be a DJ / I wanted escapefelix: every chance I ob ob/ it's so exciting! The routine of the partner's sleight of hand is performed by Bobby, Gary, carldancing on your lap (two paths): looking at you, and you only: kassam and Henrik. looking at all the girls. Good evening ladies: Lucas, marisol, if you like, ask
Noah to dance for you, he digs it, and he rips his pants that it is... oof! besides, the side look even out of its way always gets me.mc turnbobby, henrik, kassam - jump towards them or jump up and down, do a funny dance, tickle or kiss neck for the maximum faces of the heart (eye-) lucas, Gary, carl, marisol - sashay po, grind on their lap,
kiss their neck if you want to win the challenge (which it's really worth, since it's a night refuge, for free!) and on part 1, you need a guide not to put makeup on it, spray, or spray them, I don't know what to tell you. lolhowever, part 2 has the mom race and these are the right options to get your doll healthy and safe, bold. I need to go to the
change station first: push yourself hard to get to the front / try to trip jo's pram / keep a steady pace ... This layer change should be quick clarifying: carefully change the layer / change it as fast as possible / release a new one on the old this is the last challenge! jump over the bean bags / weave through the bags / take your time, I started
playing the game to study the routes and writing, since I am part of a similar project with some friends of mine. I did Gary, Bobby, Noah, Henrik, Lucas, Carl, Kassam, Arjun, Marisol, Elisa and Felix Road. And mapped each of them. This right here is a general guide that I wrote at the time the game was launching new chapters every week.
It started very seriously, but then... Ok... you'll see for yourself. But you can use it as a guide for certain situations and details that sometimes escape you. If I find the guides and maps of each route, I will publish them too. The 30 days are here, documented. There are a few tricks here too. If you are interested in guides and more tips, here
is a link with a master of useful things. Day 1Part 1 - get to know the girls and choose a boy. The order of appearance is Gary, Noah, Rahim, Rocco and Bobby. It also dictates how they will pursue you over the next few days. Gary is always the option for the kitchen scene. Part 2 - pop champagne and play a game of truth or dare.
Dialogue only contributes to the score of the faces of the heart, but it does not affect the way they speak in return. Part 3 - Priya arrives. Lottie and Hope will be pitted in the follow-up of the dialogues, but soon the roles will be reversed, especially on bobby and casa guys. Day 2Part 1 - poolside conversation with the boys and Priya. Rocco
flirts and I think it's foreshadowing. Part 2 - play two truths and a lie / Priya steals your partnerPart 3 - the party at night. You can approach a guy and have some depth of them in conversation pieces. Bobby awkwardly says things about Priya stealing your partner (even himself) - Noah reads for kids on weekends, Rahim grew up in a
sexist household, Rocco doesn't matter fucking, but he mentions a drink with something of a frog and I can't stand it with this guy. Gary is always sweet and clumsy. Day 3Part 1 - breakfast door. Three scenarios: defend Hannah, alongside Marisol or my favorite, sneak in to graft on Gary. He loves it and if I'm honest, i.part 2 too - crack
with the boys. Bobby's hands/Rocco's whatever the fuck (if you've chosen it before, you don't even have to keep the score from the heart. He'll pick you, just like Bobby/Noah brushes you openly out / Rahim is near the pool you've given me a lot to think/ Gary on bean bags, it's possible to ask questions about Hannah and he says he
doesn't choose herPart 3 - boys pick back / you can tell Hannah that she's not chosen / Hannah is dumped / not that it's importantDay 1 - Lottie-Gary fight/brunch scene / Gary talks to you at the gym /possibility of kissing (must check foreshadowing for sneaky kisses in case the audience is seeing itPart 2 - slime challenge / paid scene is
not worth part 3 - Lottie and Priya fight on the slime challenge. Lottie on the toitterrace, Priya and Hope by the pool, LI in the room and and In the kitchen. Follow this order and you will get everyone's heart score. LI is paid, Gary is not (must study that)Day 5Part 1 - Henrik and Lucas arrive in the Villa / they talk about sneaky kisses,
Bobby's training impression on the mirror, Rocco is a walking meme / Lucas prefers girls with taste and Henrik is a simple guyPart 2 - they choose the girls for the dates / Henrik: Lottie, Priya and mc / Lucas: Priya, Hope and mc/ the order of the boys is depending on your interest in them, the one you are most inclined to is the one you are
going to pay gems for part 3 - welcome party for them / cooking scene with Rahim and Priya and the hot cocktail, Gary in between, can not handle the spices , Lottie is wary gone after him with milk (?) (she's not interested in Rocco, if ever she was) (Marisol and Rocco guaranteed to plug in, they are too close) / table scene: Noah, Hope,
Gary play a guessing game, mc joins, you can call Henrik and Lucas to stayDay 6Part 1 - interactions around the villa. Nope and Marisol on the day beds / Lottie, Henrik and Gary in the gym / Priya, Rocco and Lucas by the pool (Lucas would join doctors without borders and wonder how they built such a fucking hot guy) / Rahim and
Bobby prepare a prank for Henrik.Part 2 - kiss and say challenge (you can be all options/ answers: Gary / RoccoSol is happening Part 3 - talk to Lottie / talk to Marisol / roofterrace drinks with the girls / firepit scene with Gary (it may be other boys, for me, it's always Gary (paid)Day 7Part 1 - you're talking about dates with Lottie, Lucas,
Henrik and Gary (it doesn't matter if you rejected Gary , he always smiles and bites his lip / Rocco is ignored (there is a paid scene at the roofterrace. If you are with him, he apologizes and if with Lottie, he will always pursue things with Marisol) Part 2 - Mr. love island contest occurs (only o.g, except Rocco, can win. It can only mean one
thing. They leave)Part 3 - you and the girls vote on the least eligible boys (yes! They leave) (I suspect Marisol voted on Rahim.Day 8Part 1 - talk to Lottie, Priya, Rahim and Gary by the bags of beans / the boy who will stay (from Lurik) on the toitterrace / Marisol and Rocco on the day beds - for Marisol road: talk to Marisol and Rocco first,
then the group on the bags of beans (ask about Noah and hope to change the subject and Rahim says that someone could turn Noah's head), then the boy to the roofter. Henrik and Lucas could kiss you on the pay-tv stage. Part 2 - bingo tweet / revealed Bobby could be a player (EXCUSEZ-ME!!) / Gary and lottie kiss is foreshadowed
(AUSSI EXCUSEZ-MOI?!) / Gary points out Lucas could be the player, and I wonder why, is it money factor? Was he fucked by a rich man? Part 3 - the boys voted the day before the holiday (it's still Rocco and Lurik) if I want Lucas to stay, I say Henrik is my favorite. The sluts will always vote on the guy I love. (Marisol approached me on
three roads, so she's indeed a li, but I don't think we'll get it until later. As 9Part 1 - Gary, Noah and Rahim are working on (Gary wants to make sure he impresses someone, and I'm starting to think he's the only mc is supposed to be with, so far, the hardest road, Gary's lift is amazing! / Priya, Marisol and Hope on the bean bags -
assemble the perfect boy - scene the perfect boy is always Gary, why should I lie to myself like that? / Lottie and Bobby in the kitchen, baking cupcakes / Lottie says she wants to choose Gary and make sure we won't (there's a glitch here. It's always the opposite of what you're saying. But it doesn't matter, I'll fuck with her no matter what)
Part 2 - you can invite one of the boys for a date, before the recovery (even Noah and it was surprising. He talks about not wanting to hurt people and that may be why it is impossible. I don't think it will be available until the very last recovery or very last day) Part 3 - recovery, Choice of girls (Gary, Bobby, Rahim or Villa Lurik) / possibility
for a night at the hiding place (the best scene has been Gary, so far)Day 10Part 1 - Lottie acts all weird about a moisturizer/conversation with Marisol in the locker room (if you chose Lucas or Henrik, she will say they had chemistry. She never spoke to him, so I wonder where it came from. Maybe Bobby. If you tell her to take her chance,
she'll say no and you'll have heart faces/Priya and Bobby are covering the tactics of Operation Nope on the day beds, Rahim is injured/ you can participate and I think that's the only way to get Noah at some point (there's too much foreshadowing going on before that, and Noah is probably like Jake) Part 2 - you talk to Gary and Lurik in the
kitchen / Hope on the roofterrace where you have the opportunity to talk to him about the operation / Noah in the living room - probably only way in his itinerary - (you only have the opportunity to kiss him if you say yes to the operation. Part 3 - Ministry of Sound Party / Lottie in the kitchen I'm not getting involved anymore stage (SURE,
LOTTIE) / Bobby and Priya on the toitterrace ('HE DOESN'T COME TO OUR RESCUE, DOES HE?) / dance choice (no - she thanks you and Noah makes it clear that you didn't go for it) (Bobby and Priya - he dances like some animals SMH)) (Gary, Marisol, Lucas, Rahim and Lottie - they chat about what happened) / Chelsea and Jakub
arrive and Chelsea spill tea on Lottie and Gary kissDay 11Part 1 - the continuity of the previous day, always focused on the arrival of Chelsea. Opportunity to fuck Lottie. (the best option is to tell Chelsea to face Lottie) Part 2 - the gym scene where you can be the bridge between girls (Jakub exercises or whatever If you choose to ignore
the girls, you can touch Jakub. WHO WOULD WANT THAT?) / Priya and Lottie / Lottie and Chelsea / Jakub chooses Hope and another girl, maybe you, for a date, otherwise you, Priya stops chancePart 3 - if you chose to go, date with Jakub (TERRIBLE) / conversation about your relationship with your current partner - possibility of with
them - if you do, another boy will approach you at the fire station and you have a gem scene, allowing you to kiss him (is usually the boy you are closest to, and if the heart score is the same, The first-day agenda appliesDay 12Part 1 - group scene to Jakub's prank by choosing a masked expression / Noah and Priya talk about his feelings
for someone else - maybe you if you chose to participate in the operation Gem scene to listen to, he says Jakub and Lurik were glimpsing to it and he doesn't like it (EXPLAIN WHY JACKASS LUCAS WANTED ON THE ESPOIR)Part 2 - mud challenge, impossible to win: Lottie and partner will always win , being rewarded with a night at
the shelter/conversation after reveals Noah's possible intentions to choose someone else next time (you or Priya)Part 3 - sex in the shower to avoid the howling match between Hope and Noah / dialogue with Priya in the kitchen, Hope storms in, asks you to solve the problem / Chelsea gets a text saying the next night, there will be a
choice of boysDay 13Part 1 - lottie partner rushes into the room, after spending the night with her at the shelter / opportunity to pay gems for Lottie's story and the death of her hair (Gary and she have a few pieces and he falls asleep (dream of his hair color being the couch of his nan - Bobby's dream is about candy/conversation at the
kitchen with your partner - they want s ensure that you want to be chosen by the , he says Jakub could choose someone unexpectedPart 2 - the cake challenge / Jakub always gives it to Hope (no matter how adorable your cake looks) / cake bet and your partner's shirt (I suspect there will be no wardrobe changes, which is... Sad. Part 3 -
Disaster Recovery / Jakub and Hope, Noah and Priya/you, Lurik and Priya/you, Rahim and Lottie (Gary was, but he looks like a glitch, since the secondary road has not been applied on Gary) Gary and Chelsea, Bobby and Marisol.Day 14Part 1 - the girls receive a text /opportunity to say goodbye to any boy - Noah and Rahim do not
promise to stay faithful by saying any girl they bring could not hold a candle for you / leave for casa amor / the boys are presented (I really hope that this graham guy is a li!) Part 2 - speed dating (it seems that there are two routes here, and Felix is neutral or interested depending on your choice of answers) (first route: Carl and Arjun)
(second: Elijah and Kassam)Part 3 - the night and the choice of who to share a bed with (Kass am will only share if you were faithful back in the villa (Bobby and Rocco route / Lucas road)Day 15Part 1 - one of the boys interested in brings you breakfast (generally a high school route in my case: Arjun and Elijah) / conversation by the pool
on the ducks, how to get a girl's number - a real shame graham doesn't seem to be a li, her line is awesome /Chelsea asks for advice on Elijah - just fuck him already, girl / possibility of paid scene with Marisol, she wants to give you her take on the boys 2 - Villa x Villa challenge in order - the shortest girl must kiss the biggest boy / the first
islanders to have an underwater kiss / eldest girl must do five sexual positions with the youngest boy / Kassam must give a girl a dance tower oof, it was terrible, I wonder if it's because he was shy in the group / Carl has to kiss a girl for thirty seconds you or Hope / Arjun must give a girl a piggyback ride (if Chelsea, it falls into the pool) /
you have to make one of the boys blush effective: Arjun / dirty talking / Felix does not blush at all, Priya steps and blows a raspberry on his stomach - whatever the fuck that means Part 3 - the victory party happens / talking by the swing beds with your casa boy / bedroom scene is a pillow fight / possibility of a scene bed with Carl and
Kassam are chef's kiss - Day 16Part 1 - Lottie wants to read tea leaves, she says Lucas is a cheater / girls stall forever, talking about everyone's throws in casa amor, and finally ask mc what she does / Hope does not close the shit on Noah / girls get a video of the boys, in order: Gary and Lurik talk about how he would take them to meet
his nan-tool move, but ok /Noah has a beard breaking and feels that one of the girls looks like Hope / Rahim and Shannon flirt in both directions - I really hope she's a li she's really hot /Lurik kissing a really hot girl on the lawn -what's a fucker tool /Gary counting something with Jakub (probably exercise and girls are encouraging her on (?))
/ Noah says making bits on the first night changes everything. Gary: Probably / Hope goes on and on about Noah and the line he said when is this bitch leaving?!!? Lottie has a plan - so fuck what? Part 2 - stupid reason to pay gems and kiss the boys - there is a glitch with priya and Carl's account / group scenes: graham / Lottie / Marisol
and Kassam on the swing beds / Elijah, Chelsea and Arjun by the pool, cuddly scene / Priya and Felix - for love fuck on the home (?) / Hope will still not close the fuck on Noah! Part 3 - final party in casa amor / lame welcome / your partner wants to talk about your choice / go for the kiss on the unpaid stage - Carl is so adorable - / Marisol
wants you to pay 10 gems to hear him talk about your boy casa amor ' roll my eyes ' (if on his itinerary she talks about being with Graham and maybe be with you in the future ... RIIIIIIIGHT!) Day 17Part 1 - weird dream about casa boy and og fighting for you / text on brunch / oh my god!!! Hope! New! For love on shitty, why won't that bitch
close the door on a man!!!! / brunch scene / the boys are dressed in special outfits / Graham is not a li and I am-/ you can choose any guy to spend brunch with / breakfast pie on Priya's partner face / exchanged Arjun for Felix thinking it was the character, but it is programmed for Priya no matter what (what a shame, I wanted to close
close up with a pie) Part 2 - yet another pointless conversation not to fuck anything in the locker room / say goodbye for now to the boys / come back to the villa / Chelsea by the pool - foreign choice is the best - Marisol and Lottie in the room - paying scene you will find underwear of a boy and a girl (who gives a rat fuck?) / Priya in the
kitchen and how she feels again / text on the stick or the switch - I swear that if my fucking Lucas comes back with someone, a bitch is going to get slapped part 3 - stick or switch ceremony / Partner of Priya returns single / Jakub returns single / Rahim passes to a girl that I hope is a li god, she's gorgeous/ Gary returns single /Bobby
returns single /your partner brings Blake and with his , the seven fucking plagues - my god, this bitch needs a little slapping right on the face - Day 18Part 1 - continuity for the night 17 / talking to the girls in the kitchen - there can only be one option is fucking the chef /boys by the bags of beans - god I fuck missed! A girl named Emily is
funny, but that's all they gave, they don't think your partner likes Blake that much (I-'M-) / talking to your partner at the roofterrace - it's an interesting time because they're talking about not choosing with their heart, developing that later /Bobby wants to share a bed with Lottie and I'm confused (!) we can't share with him or Gary -it's late that
my mc become the patty between these two loaves!!! A text announces that people will be thrown away next night, since the public votes for their favorite couples - PLEASE THE ESPOIR! Part 2 - Graham puts Lottie up and it's awesome! / Marisol on the toitterrace / Lottie joins the other girls we have to sort out what happened / Shannon
scene in the kitchen / Jakub plugged in with a girl, dumped her, then cracked her up with a different chick for the rest of the time, girl was pissed off because he decided to stick - I blame this turtle NINJA FUCKING FOR THE WARNING DON'T BE! Come on!! / Hope goes on and on about Noah, again! we've got it, your personality is on his
dick, we can move on!?!?! / odious scene between Hope and Noah where she bumps into her arms 'I'M VOMITING' / Lottie's fucking speech is so disgusting! Yay us! We solved it because we all united our vaginas SHUT-THE-FUCK-UP! / Possibility to play with Blake or give real advice - yes, of course, real advice - Part 3 - if you
remained loyal and single, four couples are the least voted: your ex-partner Blake, Priya - partner, Jakub - Hope, Chelsea - Elijah (forgot the guy was in the villa, they never expanded on him, and I not mind that at all) singles who can save people: Gary, you, Bobby and Lottie / if you brought someone from casa: Jakub -Hope, Priya -
partner and your ex -Blake / singles who can save: Bobby and Lottie / the love of my life Priya has been dumped! What's going on in the fuckiest of fucks and why Bobby saved that fucking bitch!?!?! / Lottie saved Noah and that's it like fuck to see how they talk to each other... for the sake of fuck ... I'm tired of these sluts... / Blake leaves a
mirror character: she's going to treat you the same way you treat her. no personality whatsoever ' the mess with his works and she sticks her tongue in their noses 'bitch'... 'Day 19Part 1 - wake up scene with your current partner / Chelsea apparently has a crush on him no matter who he is (erm, no ... don't make me cut you) / Noah was
sleeping on his clothes and I feel sorry for this bastard so much ... especially on his way,, he needs to have a hold! / Shannon looks even warmer in pajamas and I didn't think it was possible. I'm not ready for his swimsuit, man/incredibly we're not Bobby's sous chef... Excuse me? I THINK I'M GOING TO BE HOT IN THIS SALOPE AND I
REÇOI ZERO ADVANTAGE ON THE BAISE SORCELÉE / I OUBLIE HOW TO LOVE IN HIS PAAP AND I WANT to PLEURER, HOLY FUCK / dressing room: Hope dares to throw a shoe on it, I swear! / Lottie had to force Noah to take off his shoes and we need a shrink in this, as soon as possible / Marisol notices the amazing smell of
the lodge has disappeared with Priya - well sure it is!!! MY GLAMOROUS BITCH WAS THE HEART AND SOUL OF THIS HELL, ASSHOLE!!! Bobby in the kitchen making pancakes with Lottie - REALLY BOBBY? IS EVERYONE SUITED TO PERFECTION?? FOR REAL? SO YOU WANT TO FUCK HOPE'S BRAINS?! Don't MAKE ME
SLAP YOU BOY!/ pool scene with Chelsea/Shannon/your current partner - I was right. I wasn't ready for Shannon in a swimsuit... CRUSH ME WITH THOSE THIGHS, QUEEN!!! FUCKING TOP ME! - Chelsea asks you who you want to be/ whoever you say, she'll tell them - including Marisol and it's a fucking miracle! Shannon offers
pointers in the paid scene / there's a conversation with Marisol and nope and I want to kill myself / mc says it's weird that they're not a couple more - COMME if they finally HAVE THE BAISE THE FUCKING on each other and weren't FUCKING - AUSSI, I CAN'T SUPPORT LOTTIE AND BOBBY PARLER OF SAUVER IF THEY REALLY
WANTED TO BE TOGETHER AND FOUND LOVE THEY SHOULD HAVE GIVEN THEIR PLACE TO OTHER PEOPLE AND GAVE THEIR HAND AND WALKED THE FUCK, BECAUSE I CAN'T STAND THESE SLUTS ANY MORE!!!! When? WHEN IS THIS GOING TO HAPPEN?!!??! / boys at the gym and I love the competitiveness
between Graham and Gary - the possibilities are endless for a fight - bless fusebox for the drawing of two thick fuckers who would be great in a fight / you warn Gary about Chelsea not being in him, but the dumb head and hot ass will not listen 'smh' / conversation with the person you said the name on the roofterrace ' Single programmed
path and even dialogue for all ' Part 2 ' group scene 'fruit cocktails' / hang out on the group of day beds /text for a challenge / Mr. and even. / paid scene for r-rated - which is not r-rated at all ... Part 3 - graham and and fight 'oh my god yes!'/everyone starts to bring out reasons to fight 'and he gets better/Bobby slaps his shoe / judge Bobby
scene ' I didn't expect anything like that, but I shouldn't be surprised either - WHAT IS EXQUIS / WHAT UTILISAIT MA CULOTTE as a SLINK? / I SUSPECT THAT OUR RELATED(THE GARS WE LOVE FOR REAL BEFORE CASA AMOR) WAS THE EMBALLAGE, BUT BEFORE IT COULD, THE CULOTTE IS TOMBÉ ON THE
SOL)Day 20Part 1 - breakfast scene / two new girls enter / Elisa is GOOD, the other is a bit boring and with our luck she's going to be the li and not the hot One Elisa compliments your partner's skin and he says is like that everywhere and I'm going to murder an asshole / Shannon isn't having all this shit and I live for her / jo smile is
disgusting, who approved this art? / your partner says he just said he's friendly. He's better, or I'm going to kick your teeth! Part 2 - Elisa and jo choose two boys each for a date / Elisa chooses your partner and Noah - I already know Hope won't shut up the shit - jo chooses Rahim and Gary / 'fantastic you can fuck with Hope' / Chelsea
supports you and I am baffled that someone cares about us in this place / Marisol on the toitterrace / she had a girlfriend like Elisa who didn't? / they come back from the date and your partner drools everywhere / boy! you fuck better keep it in your pantsPart 3 - OH... No. unnecessary, unsolicited and unbearable gossip/Rahim and jo
apparently kissed /Elisa says chelsea everything and blames Chelsea for getting it around. My cock is sweet, I no longer want to be with this slut/ the fight moves to the kitchen / your partner says it's useless and I quite agree. whore? / Lottie, jo and Shannon by the day beds / Elisa, Hope and Chelsea on the bean bags / another fight in the
kitchen / possible scene with Bobby (?) by the pool - it's always Bobby, and it's kind of ... Waste? It should be a choice, since I haven't had a scene with Gary forever!!! And imagine the excitement with Noah! (could write one for them) Day 21Part 1 - sangria on the beach, just girls - I feel with this episode ' Part 2 - 'twas / the scene of
excuses: if you suggest chelsea first, then elisa, the girls kind of close the. Part 3 - cooking with your current partner (it's possible to fuck things up, but I don't think there's going to be any damage) / dinner served group scene (OJ! SHUT UP) / the person you've talked about chelsea, before, takes you to the race on the roof to have a little
time - paid time, of course ... - programmed as well, but on Noah 'twas Arjun and he's not even in my villa (??????????????) Day 22Part 1 - partner and you're talking about / group stage room / a breakfast of your choice is set (different choices you get the heart score of different people) / the person you told Chelsea about you will feed
breakfast on a paid stage / discussion of hobbies / Noah and squiddles (fuck is that?) / Rahim and and and / Bobby and cooking/partner and meet friends / Lottie and crystals / Marisol and books (I think it's just ... Boring) / Hope approaches you to talk to the person you want to be picked up with later ' scene' - still no Noah 'Part 2' - you can
pay and tell the person you want first or let Hope slip away. Anyway, you're having a conversation with them. / Noah and hope and nail polish - please, be more annoying, my eyes are always in front of my head / a girl gets to choose first to the choice of boys and I bet on Marisol or mc because of the girls road / ' in two of the seven
playthroughs a lost Henrik / Lucas appeared ' it seems that the FACTS IMPOSSIBLEs were supposed to be with Lucas or Henrik as your main partner on Kassam and Carl, it's always been Henrik/ in playthroughs of og people like Gary and Marisol, the person who interests them will appear for a cat: Lottie and Graham, you can fuck /
Lottie openly ignores your story with Gary, yet another glitchPart 3 - recovery begins -I'm nervous - Marisol is the girl and she chooses Graham or you / Noah chooses Hope - barf - / the person you said the name of Chelsea chooses you - very relieved for Gary / Lucas / Henrik next / Rahim chosen jo and I'm - EXCUSEZ ME? I CAN'T
COUPLE WITH SHANNON AND SHE'S GOING IN PLACE OF THAT FUCKING TROLL DOLL?!?! Good morning!? Bobby is left as a road patch, pairing with Lottie or Chelsea - he deserves better off Mc's road (maybe Chelsea and he would be a great couple) / Elisa and Shannon leave WHY are the hottest chicks leaving?! Rahim and
Noah talking through the day beds - all very silent silence, maybe he has a thing for mc? I mean, who doesn't? / a conversation with Noah on the day bed about the names of nail polish (if on his way, there's a very brief moment but then again, it's Noah's road /your partner comes around with wine/paid scene in the roofterrace -why can't
noah join us? It started very well and then... 'twas not.' same accumulation for every guy who shares a route - Day 23Part 1 - your li discusses the future with you / three possible scenarios: animals for Gary and Kassam, Carl was strangely evasive and when he talks about a house, he said he always wanted a mansion and said it was a
big step - WARNING YOUR OPEN EYE WITH THIS NERD/Lottie and partner get into the room and the nickname scene is happening / Chelsea and the imaginary villa - god I love this chick, WHY isn't she? / Rahim and Noah conversation and Rahim asks for help - LIVE FOR IT AND OJ? IDFTS, HE HAD THE NERVE TO YOU KNOW
THAT JO AND I ARE LIKE, A VERY GOOD THING AND EVERYTHING? EXCUSE ME SIR, I MUST LAUGH. YOU COUPLED UNTIL LAST NIGHT! THE QUEEN OF THICCC IS GONE AND I HAVE TO PUT YOUR ABOVE NOAH AND HOPE. EXCUSE ME! / starts to rain / PLEUVOIR IS THE CHAPTER APEX. Part 2 - grocery store.
did not pay for it in any of the seven seven and never will. Waste has a strong blanket, strong pillow, under Bobby's direction. So many good things to make Bobby direct us and they throw a strong pillow scene? For real??? GRAHAM IS RIGHT! CONSTRUIRE ANOTHER LOVE TEN IN THIS SALOPE! / Rahim actually asked jo to be his
girlfriend ... My God, this boy is stupid. He could play the game because he's doing it on his way as well - you can bet your god's evil that I sulked under the sun and ignored these - I really thought this chick jo was going to be gone - how dumb of me! - Part 3 - snack group scene / Gary mentions Hannah and I - If she comes back and gets
him I go to MUR-DER this thick boy from the bottom and this little red demon /heart rate challenge - finally something good - / Noah just ripped off his pants and I'm - 'PROFUSEMENT' SWEAT / why did he draw my attention off his way though!? / Chelsea's partner is the next / our partner is the next / GARY DO NOT DO NOT DO
EVERYTHING ON MY VISAGE AND WHAT I CAN DO TO DEMANDER WHY, GOD WHY?! CARL, GARY, BOBBY PUT ON A SLAPSTICK AND I'M GLAD THIS ISN'T GETTING PAID FOR! / Lottie's partner is next - he hurts my gut when it's Gary - Rahim comes next to WAIT! HE JUST STARTED A BOOTH AND HE'S TWERKING!!! (I
really wanted to see what's going on with Graham!!!! What in the fuckiest of fucks would this giant do?) (Bet there was an imaginary fishing survey. BETTTTT!) / GIRLS' TURN: jo is a bitch - I could try to steal Rahim just to fuck with her / mc TUE IT / three scenarios to enter: jumping up and down is the rabbit thing and it works for Henrik
and Bobby shaking my head - jumps towards them - sashay in the works for Gary / Lucas / Carl / girls win the challenge if you keep your cool, but there is a possible draw scenario, but it goes glitch with Kassam, because well, it's Kassam! / Paying scene on the roofterrace with li and heart monitors - OK - Day 24Part 1 - mc and Gary get
an inviting text for a date/return Lurik is in mc - of course, it is, he's the one who ran away and we're supposed to be thrilled to be back to him ' /Hannah's coming back'what did I say?/ it's fun to fuck Lottie about it if/ your partners who are jealous: Marisol / Kassam / Lucas - Bobby / Carl are complete / Gary jokes around hey, me too - you'd
better stop smiling, bitch/Lottie gets victimized, as usual/paying scene at the fire station and Hannah tells everyone what you're asking her to do - her new attitude pisses me off and it's very annoying that she claims it has nothing to do with Lottie/mc/GaryPart 2 - Hannah in the Lurik's comments on the return saying that he confessed this
on the beach hut: When I see her smile, I smile, no matter what she smiles at -- of course, of course -/ she's insistent on getting with him/Lottie and hope in the room - Lottie is unbearable, even more and she forces herself on us on Gary's road - finally we could slam on her!!! Hope is shocked... Erm! LOTTIE DOES TO US WHAT WE DO
TO YOU ON NOAH'S ROAD. You're BE OF OUR SIDE, YOU DUMBASS FUCK/ Individual conversation with your partner by the day beds on the morning date (Lucas / Kassam are not in sharing ... All right... ok ...) / Lurik interrupts you to ask to go to the roofterrace with him (it's a paid and very suspicious scene) Part 3 - welcome party
for the red demon and the return Lurik / Hope, Bobby, Noah and Lottie in the kitchen: who likes who? is Gary all the routes, except for his, which in this case it's Bobby's surprising. I thought it would be Bobby in everyone '- Bobbyfish scene - Lurik's return enters the stage/dancefloor 'you have to twerk, it's the best! Lurik applauding was a
bit ... hot /pool scene with the one you saved from dumping or casa amor guy - not necessarily your partner - Hannah and Gary are playing around - I'm going to kill that in his way - you can face them, Gary's not amused and walks into the kitchen, Hannah says we're not mature enough to be in a relationship if we think boys and girls can't
be friends - I'm GONNA MUR-DER THIS CHICK!/ Roofterrace option with Lurik's return (TROP WARNINGS ON ALLER WITH EUX) - has to pay stage later to see what's going on. Day 25Part 1 - dressing room scene / Hannah being a little at this point, are we surprised? / mc says everyone back has been grafting on it/text on the final
recovery group scene / your partner offers you breakfast/Chelsea conversation about Mcm's prospects - this chick is great! / clone chat group scene/partner asks you to talk about your couple through the day beds (chance to keep your relationship or break up - if you keep it, you'll get a scene after the challenge on Part 2 if you don't, you
two aren't compatible with the test, you can break up at the roofterrace/ focus with the girls, Chelsea says that her partner is not in it, so Bobby, you and Lottie shoot each other's looks / text on a challengePart 2 - challenge scene - a test of compatibility, pretty much hosted by Hannah and back / Lottie and partner will always win - / your
partner stays with you to talk about your relationship - if compatible , you go to the race on the roof and you can break - your partner will always want to make it work, even if you're not compatible - Part 3 - final recovery / choose your partner will leave Hannah to steal Chelsea and Chelsea to choose to return Lurik / another scenario: you
steal Chelsea, Hannah chooses yours and Chelsea chooses Bobby (Felix road) / all the dialogues were generic as hell and none of Bobby's scenarios makes sense unless you were with him from the beginning. (it is a route patch, just like Ending up with mc/Chelsea/Hannah/jo/Elisa) - he deserved better - Day 26Part 1 - breakfast with
everyone / your partner complains about your chewing 'KNOCK IT OFF' and Noah is sweet about it, even off-road (suspect...) (?) / Hope complains again of a man!!! MORE THAN A FUCKING SANDWICH!?!? Oh, really? Oh poor poor Motherfucker! You got it! Stop complaining!!! / Paying scene with LI in the kitchen /if you've chosen
someone new on the latest recovery, they'll approach you with the nickname options 'toe queen!!!!! I can't!! Part 2 - Gary by the pool, examining his arms (I feel a conversation about his body is coming) / Chelsea and the handshake scene - I love this girl! - / challenge: couple trouble where the public has said things about them and they
have to guess who is the sentence is on / questions and answers on a list: the strongest couple - Lottie and partner because of his snoring / who will tie the knot first - jo and Rahim (if you say it you and your partner, they say I can't wait / which couple will just be friends? Bobby and Partner (Lottie/Chelsea/Hannah/jo/mc) / Which couple is
most likely to model in the nude? Chelsea always votes to announce your partner with a smile and says I'd take this class jo and Rahim are the right answer , unless you're with Lurik back (he poses and winks, saying it's on his bucket list) / which couple is most likely to cheat on each other? It doesn't matter who you write, your partner will
say yes, I mean it too regarding the girl - correct answer is the one with Gary, however, they changed it until Lottie and most committed partner/couple? I've got the most committed to Gary/Bobby/Lucas/Kassam/Carl/!!! A. How is it possible that Gary is with this girl?!!? Gary scene, by the pool, he talks about his body problems and drops a
lot of important information, including his father walking away and being co-raised by his nan there's an observation here: Gary talks about how his nan and his nan watch a TV show together. I think he was embarrassed to talk about his father's situation at the time/Gary speaks to mc and mc only, about it. Part 3 - Strawberry Chocolate
Scene if you won the challenge/kitchen group scene: talk about bobby's deep conversations and confidence issues of the past (I still think he has them) / I sincerely forgot Marisol and Graham were here. They were really overlooked/ a text on the public vote for their favorite couple, the least favorite is thrown. It's ALWAYS MC AND
PARTNER, unless you cheated with the return, in which case it was Hope and Noah / I can't believe it wasn't JO AND RAHIM! Marisol and Graham leave / possibility to pay scenes for both, for Pack/Noah scene on the way to the bedroom: Noah and you meet. On The road to Noah, you can fluster it a lot/ final scene of the day: group in
the room / There is a FART option!!!! WHAAAAAT? An F-A-R-T option! Amazing! Day 27Part 1 - group in the room / everyone is woken up by screaming babies / Gary / Bobby / Noah / Henrik make me swing on the don't have a baby thing. ». They are super sweet though. Lucas and Carl are DIVAS. Kassam is attentive, but I don't have
the mood with that. I don't see him as a parent/your baby's name/HOPE IS, AS usual, VOLOR THE WARNING/ Bobby's sentence would be a great closure for a story/ Wait, Noah mentions that he helped raise his sister... wasn't it two siblings?? A brother who's overptting on the pool and sister? 'Lottie named her larry, even on Mc' Gary



and I'm - /makeup-perfume combo is the best for Lucas/taking legitimate care of the baby for others/kitchen scene where you feed the doll - coffee sips sends me! / Bean bags with Hope and Chelsea / jo joins in ' PERSON has not invited you!/ Hope is going to not want children. That's ok. BUT I DON'T CARE ANYWAY! / Jo talks about
professions and having kids (only once I actually agree with this chick) / roofterrace with partner - there's a paid scene here /pool with red demon and Noah - she calls us babes go away - Noah plays with the doll and there's a change the diapers scene inside / Noah talks about his childhood raising his siblings and Hope comes around
ruining the conversation I was hiding because I'm a useless mother daughter, you're useless, periodt./ Noah straps out of the baby and I'm - PLEASE NOAH, GET FREE. BLINK TWICE IF YOU NEED AN ESCAPE VAN! WE'RE HERE FOR YOU! Part 2 - talk to Lottie's partner on the day beds/text on a day on the pearl for the boys and
Marisol (if on her course) / a race with obstacles for moms / you can win if you take your time and do everything right / jo asks for help and it's a paid scene - HAHAHAHAHAHAHAAH FUCK OFF - / turns out, she ruined the baby/boys come back and Bobby destroys Gary's sandcastle -I-I.../day at the beach for the girls - I'd rather stay with
the boys/OH, so we DON'T PRETEND we love each other again, HEIN? Cool. / back to the villa, group scene, the boys did peekaboo, some worked and the doll was spotting them at LMAO, eggs in the mouth, to top it all off: yoga. Lucas / Kassam / Carl dresses the doll if / they broke the leg of the doll - LMAOO - / IN CONCLUSION, WE
ARE ALL CLOWNSPart 3 - give back the doll / Bobby boops it -I can't, it's too cute - Gary was amazing at this / everyone in the locker room and someone gets a text I LOVE THIS GIRL!! / it is possible to lose the challenge (I did. On Carl and Lucas) / couples with the fewest votes of the public are Chelsea 'partner' and 'jo' partner / we
have the power to send one of them home DIFFICILE OF CHOICE OF ANGEL-ANGEL-FAIRY-QUEEN CHELSEA OR jo/Lucas is favorable if you choose all the slut/say goodbye answers to the one who leaves / dressing talk with the girls - WE ARE ALL HORNY APPAREMMENT - / mc moves to the bathroom and Chelsea needs support
- paying scene / A FACEAWAY SCENE ... Free?!?! / at the hideout there was a glitch and Bobby appeared - THEY ARE MY MY IT'S WHAT WE ARE PUTAIN AND BOBBY REGARDAIT, AND IS HILARIOUSDay 28Part 1 - Partner Wakes You Up - OUR FIRST FIRST BEFORE ENSEMBLE? WHAT IS THIS Y'ALL CASE?? bedroom
scene and everyone encourages you, ask questions about the night - COMME if we weren't FUCKING UP AND DOWN TO TRAVERS THIS ENDROIT/text about family members - of course, it's not living like the show, why would it? It's not like I'm dying to meet nan Gary / you're talking with either a friend, cousin or your parents - WHAT
THE COUSIN has had a stroke / parents are talking in caps, except for your partner's name - smh / we also have the opportunity to exchange texts with the partner's family- WHAT BULLSHIT GENERIC IS THIS? LUCAS' PARENTS ARE TEXTING AS THEY ACTUALLY PARTICIPATE IN HIS LIFE / GARY IS NOT NAN... I'm still
disappointed, but it's another level. Why build it if you don't give it to us? / All dialogues are generic / daybeds scene with Lottie's partner and maybe she or hope/text warning on the final date of villaPart 2 - get ready and arrive at the date on a beach / prettier than season 1 / gazebo floating in the middle of the sea / cat idly / li asks you to
be their girlfriend???? / / Gary talked about a friend named dicky because the guy is a tool and it's probably a good character to write for him / back to the villa / Hope saw us fucking 'ROLLING M YEYES' / partner tells everyone that we're official and Hope steals the thuinder 'THIS CHIENNE' - none of the options is what I'd say and it's a
shame / Noah doesn't ask him about his road IS NOT? - Part 3 - Chelsea and Mc on day beds / PUG, MUG AND RUG -I'M CRYING/ BIRD SCENE!!! Partner of Hannah, Chelsea, Bobby, Lottie and mc - What is this mess?? BIG DADDY IS THE NAME AND THE ONLY NAME - I believe there is an interpretation here, good for the road you
are in. it can have a lot of meanings/kitchen group scene and planning a party / LAIT IS DISGUSTING AND I NEVER THOUGHT I DIRAIS THAT, BUT I'M ACCORD WITH LOTTIE/group hug... 'ROLLING EYES' / You've been right Hope I'm usually WE TAUGHT YOU WELL, BABY!! ANOTHER FREE SEX SCENE???? / BIG DADDY HAS
BEEN UNLEASHED IN SHEETS - I CACKLED TOO LOUD AT THIS / SOMEONE THREW A PILLOW ON HOPE AND I WISH WE COULD'VE DONE ITDay 29Part 1 - Hannah gets a text / Hannah's smile is really ugly / dressing room / buy dresses for the prom later / the boys were practicing dance moves 'MAKE LOTTIE'S PARTNER
AND NOAH KISS' / Boys teach us the moves / JAZZ HANDS IS THE COMBAT FINAL TOUCH, I JURE BEFORE GOD, THIS GAME! / text a speech/bedroom with the girls/ help Lottie's partner? NAHPart 2 - getting ready in the dressing scene - CHELSEA LOOKS HELLA ADORABLE AND LOTTIE THE GET / Bobby does look like a
Hawaiian drug dealer, Gary and I'm here for them, Lucas' blue suit is terrible. A guy like him would never, Henrik is tragic (the denim shirt is not ideal...), KASSAM'S IS - , looks so hot! / Love scene statements, in order: Chelsea 'partner' 'DID HOPE JUST SHUSH US?!!?!? Hannah's partner, Lottie-partner, mc-partner and Hope-Noah - all
the boys talk about casa amor, except those from there, obviously 'Part 3' - first dance / people jump into the pool / dressing up 'blow drying hair / text warning there's a dumping / it's between Lottie-partner and Hannah-partner/goodbye scene you can kiss the girl who's leaving / if Bobby leaves, he leans and whispers ANOTHER FREE
SEX SCENE?!!? / They forgot to charge for it, it's not possible! Day 30Part 1 - bedroom scene / Chelsea Chelsea offers to prepare breakfast - paid scene: she talks about how she wants to be with someone who cooks and I feel top key stolen! she burns it and it's funnier/breakfast scene with the group/shower talking and how everyone
showers/follow-up conversations: Hannah/Lottie in the kitchen wish I knew what was going to happen / Hope in the pool, Hannah/Lottie partner with Chelsea's partner in the gym a few of us thought you and Noah would end up together / text saying to pack their bags and go to the firepitPart 2 - the boys were playing Adventure Golf and
Lottie/Hannah partner throws a hard egg on Chelsea's partner/they remember on the love island mr contest. : Winning couple will be revealed / Chelsea and Hannah / Lottie - partner will always be fourth and third place / mc won only if she did not cheat on her partner with the return Lurik / Elisa, in this case, nope wins / after winning:
retrospective video (none of the sneaky kisses with Gary will appear, or Noah's sex scene on day 29) Part 3 - split or take the money? / if you're on Noah's road, you have to take it all to yourself/you don't continue with your partner if you split him/conversation with the partner about moving together - it doesn't make sense with Carl, for the
sake of fucking/ meeting the Hannah /Lottie who left on day 29 - opportunity to explore things with them / Priya and the boy band / Rocco and idk / Noah and Hope / Shannon and villa Lurik-Jakub / Elisa / Elijah-Jakub and Blake / on the road noah, if you keep the money, he will ask you if you want to be with him and get the scene from the
pool, where he apologizes and says I love you - NOT THE PEINE, HONESTLY. They ARE MURDERED HIS PERSONNAGE / final scene by the pool with your partner - Observations on Gary: tells the joke hutch and mentions his father and nan being chuffed he said it on television, but it is a scene that can happen at the beginning of the
game. This is one of those online scenes programmed. Bobby -Henrik for the lines and goals of couple / their turn on challengesBobby - Henrik for challengesKassam - Elijah to get themArjun -Carl to get themFelix depends on your answers on the Speed Dating / it is not part of a route because of the way it isIbrahim does not share a
route, but could share and observations with Lucas / KassamKassam - Lucas for challengesCarl - Lucas for future conversationsIn the ends of the game there are only two routes: slobs and clean /organized route that the only way to enter is definitely the operation. I bring you someone from Casa amor it hurts your chances of getting him
the season three moodboards: elladine See this in the app Show more
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